REVIEW

Universal Audio 4-710D
JON THORNTON looks at a tone blending mic preamp times four that manages to pack a
lot of other useful and flexible features into the package.
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t a time when many historic outboard
manufacturers are refocusing their attention
to DSP emulations of their products, it’s
good to see that Universal Audio, while
a significant player in the plug-in arena, hasn’t
abandoned its hardware roots. The latest box is a
development of the Twin-Finity preamplifier concept
first debuted in 2008 Resolution V7.8).
The idea here is to try and avoid the usual decision
faced by end users when debating preamp choice —
do you go for the clean and transparent approach
engendered by solid-state transimpedance designs, or
favour something a little more ‘colourful’. UA’s ‘TwinFinity’ design aims to give the best of both worlds by
allowing continuously variable, phase-aligned blending
between a solid-state and valve-based signal path.
The 4-710D (UK£1699 + VAT) provides four
channels of such preamplification in a relatively compact
2U. There’s a definite 1950s retro feel to the front panel
with the lozenge shaped meters and Twin-Finity logos,
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but packaged in a way that still looks and feels modern
in use. Analogue I-O on the rear of the unit gives, per
channel, mic and line level inputs, a balanced output
and a switchable insert send and return. Inputs and
outputs are on XLR, while the insert send and return
are each on a balanced TRS jack. There are also high
impedance DI inputs for each of the four channels on
the front panel — plugging a source into one of these
will override the corresponding rear panel input.
Basic front panel controls are an input gain and
output level pot for each channel that sandwich a
smaller pot that sets the ‘blend’ between the solidstate and valve circuits. Technically, the input amp
is a pure solid-state transimpedance design, which
simultaneously feeds a solid-state and a single-ended
class-A triode gain stage. The blend control simply
balances the proportion of each of these stages fed
to the summed output. Internally, a pair of Slovakian
manufactured ECC83S valves each handle two
channels of the valve stage.
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Other controls provided for each channel courtesy
of small toggle switches are phantom power, a -15dB
pad (mic input only), mic/line selector switch, polarity
reverse, insert in, and a 75Hz high pass filter. The
remaining controls select what the channel meters
show, and engage the hidden gem of this box — an
1176-type compressor built into each channel.
The only parameters you get with the compressor
are Off, Fast or Slow — threshold is fixed at -10dbU
and ratio at 4:1 — but in practice this is nowhere as
limiting as it might sound [I saw what you did there.
Ed]. This is partly due to some well chosen time
constants for the two settings (Fast is 0.3ms attack and
100ms release, Slow gives 2.0ms attack and 1100ms
release), but also because of the position of the
compressor in the signal flow. Located post the initial
input gain, but pre the valve and solid-state stages and
associated output level controls, you can hit the fixed
threshold as hard or gently as you like — in fact the
operation will be perfectly natural to 1176 users. And
keeping the compressor pre the valve stage in particular
allows some gentle/serious levelling to be applied to
the signal, which helps if you really want to drive that
stage consistently hard.
Keeping track of this is aided no end by the
mechanical VU meter associated with each channel;,
which can be toggled to show output level (0VU =
+4dBu), gain reduction, or Drive. The last of these
is the signal level post input gain and compressor if
selected, but pre the final valve/solid state stages. In
this mode, a signal registering 0VU indicates that THD
is 1.2% on a 1kHz sine wave — so it provides some
sort of reference, although your ears are a far more
useful tool with most real programme material.
In use, and with the unit effectively in solid state endto-end mode with no compression, and the 4-710D is
as quiet, neutral and clean as you could wish for.
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That’s true of pretty much
any microphone (capacitor,
ribbon, dynamic) that you
care to plug in to it but also
of the DI inputs on the front
panel. It has the ability to
really dig deep and open up
nuances in source material,
and this was particularly pleasing when matched to
a pair of Mojave Audio MA101 capacitors employed
as drum overheads — plenty of attack and bite to the
sound without sounding overly crispy.
At low levels of drive the sonic differences between
the valve and solid state stages are subtle, and
much more noticeable on some source material than
others. For example, with the overhead pair mentioned
previously, moving towards the valve stage seems to
add just a tiny bit of low frequency bloom to the sound,
almost like a touch of compression to increase sustain
while softening transients ever so slightly. Swap these
for a Brauner Phantom on close male vocals and the
effect is more immediately noticeable in the mid range
— just a tiny bit more colour and a slight softening of,
rather than reduction of, the high frequencies.
Driving things a little harder obviously amplifies
these effects and it’s when driven harder that being
able to dial a balance between the two stages comes
into its own more — allowing that pleasing bass effect
while not losing too much of the attack when using
microphones at a distance. You’ve got to be careful
though, as driving things too hard can cause the valve
stage particularly to sound a little nasty quite quickly.
This is where the compressor lends a hand, as even a
touch of gain reduction on the fast setting helps things
to gel when exploring the upper reaches of THD.
The ‘D’ suffix in the model name indicates that the
unit is also equipped, as standard, with an 8-channel
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A-D convertor capable of operating at all of the usual
sample rates between 44.1 kHz and 192kHz, selected
by a rotary switch. A single toggle switch sets the bit
depth to 24 or 16 bits. Digital output is AES-EBU as
four pairs on a DB25 connector, or in ADAT Optical.
Two separate lightpipe outputs are available for the
latter, which either mirror channels or split them across
the outputs in S-Mux format for higher sample rates.
The 4-710D can be externally clocked via a TTL Word
clock input on the rear panel, and can also output TTL
clock if the unit is internally clocked.
There are a couple of neat touches with the digital
I-O provisioning. The first is that an additional four
line inputs on the rear panel (balanced, TRS jack) can
access the ‘unused’ four channels of AD conversion
at sample rates up to 96kHz on all formats, and
sample rates up to 192kHz on the AES-EBU output.
The second is the inclusion of a switchable analogue
limiter across all eight inputs of the A-D stage. With
a threshold of 17dBu, which equates to -3dBFS, this
is useful for handling unexpected transients, although
it’s still very easy to drive the A-D input into clipping if
the output level control is cranked up. Metering for the
A-D stage is via a two-LED indicator for each channel.
The first green LED indicate signal present between
-37dBFS and -6dBFS, while the second LED lights
yellow between -6dBFS and -1dBFS and changes to
red if the signal exceeds this range.
The insert points on each channel are post output
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level but pre the A-D stage and as such
can be used for any additional analogue
processing such as EQ or a guitar FX
pedal prior to conversion. Also useful is
the fact that the insert is properly balanced
with the send being permanently active,
which means that there is in additional
‘split’ available for each channel; this
could prove useful in some live recording situations. In
fact, the only function I can see missing here is the
ability to link the sidechains of a pair of compressors
for stereo recording.
In summary, UA has succeeded in doing something
that’s not as easy as it sounds as it’s created a unit
whose sum is far greater than its individual parts. Four
channels of preamplification/compression is a good
balance between channel count and ultimate flexibility,
and the tonal variation here means that there will
be few occasions when you wished you’d packed
something else. And add to that all of those little neat
touches and you have a veritable ‘Swiss Army Knife’
of audio and a product that I can see being equally
coveted in a studio or live recording situation. n

PROS

Well laid out; flexible metering; wide
tonal palette; well thought out digital
I-O as standard; quick, easy and very
useable compressors; good range of
I-O permutations; extremely well
written manual.

CONS

No stereo link across pairs of
compressors.

Contact
Universal Audio, USA:
Website: www.uaudio.com
UK, Source: +44 208 962 5080
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